Results
272 homeless in need served since
we opened the café;

70 new clients in the first 6 months
of 2021 alone (as many as in the first
year of operation).

47

Saw
new clients just in
September

• Mail address required for most service applications.
• Shower, Food, Clothing, and a listening ear.
• Facilitate referrals for job resources; permanent
housing; mental & physical health
We accomplished all this with only a $79,000 annual
budget, but we are perilously low in funds and entirely
dependent on the generosity of local donors!

16 left homeless by May 2021

5

Helped
clients enter drug
rehab;
helped many more secure jobs;
and provided

45 nights of

emergency motel housing since
mid-May.

Significant Recent Growth in New Clients
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apartment fire with emergency housing,
food and clothing and secure sustainable
housing & replace some basic living
resources after Red Cross support ended.

1001 Galloway Street
Columbia, TN 38402
931.446.3854
www.crossroadstohomecolumbia.com

You can help us! Clearly, the number of homeless
and their compelling needs are greater than many
thought. Secure housing is a vital community
need but it comes with complex issues and
challenges. This late in the pandemic we are
experiencing dramatic increases in new clients in
the café.

We provide:

Helped

PO Box 265

Mission

Strive to unite entities throughout our community in making
progressive steps to improve lack of home conditions for citizens in
need. Endeavor to create an exit door through collaborative
togetherness to a more stable and profitable life.

Vision

The Crossroads to Home Coalition meets each person
where they are, in their unique circumstances, to provide
customized services to help them overcome the cause of
their lack of home condition.

Matthew 25:40 “The King will reply, ‘Truly I tell you, whatever you did for
one of the least of these brothers and sisters of mine, you did for me.’ “
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